MS38 P01 Effect of monovalent doping in the
where Ln is a rare earth element (Ln=La, Pr, Nd) and M is a divalent element (M=Sr, Ca, Ba, Pb) have been widely studied during the last decade in reason of their considerable interest owing to a colossal resistivity decrease in an applied magnetic field near the metalinsulator transition temperature. However only few studies have been performed on manganites where the bivalent element (Ca/Sr) has been partially substituted by monovalent element (Na, K, Ag). We studied the monovalent doping effect on the structural and physical properties of La 1-x We investigate the structural, magnetic and electrical properties of praseodymium and strontium deficient Pr 1-xy y Sr x MnO 3 and Pr 1-x Sr x-y y MnO 3 compounds with x=0.2, 0.3; 0.4 and 0.5 and 0<y<0.2. All our samples have been elaborated using the conventional solid state reaction at high temperature. Rietveld refinements of the X-ray diffraction patterns show that all our samples are single phase. The crystallographic structure depends strongly on the composition parent compound, the nature and the amount of the deficiency. For x=0.2 and x=0.3, praseodymium deficiencies lead to a reinforcing of the ferromagnetic-metallic behaviour at low temperature and an increase of the Curie temperature T C while strontium deficiencies lead to a weakening of the ferromagneticmetallic behaviour at low temperature and a decrease of the Curie temperature T C . For x=0.4 and 0.5 the praseodymium and strontium deficiencies have not the same effects as for x=0.2 and x=0.3. The physical properties are strongly correlated to the crystallographic structure of our synthesized samples. [3] revealed only one magnetic phase transition into an antiferromagnetic ground state in contrast to the richness of magnetic phase transitions of its parent compounds [4, 5] . The magnetic structure is modulated by a composition dependent propagation vector k=(δ, 0, 0) with δ being 0.491(4) for (Co 0.52 Ni 0.48 ) 3 V 2 O 8 where a similarity to the NVO type magnetic structure was assumed [3] . Neutron single crystal diffraction experiments followed by group theory analysis produced a more detailed picture. The magnetic structure of (Co 0.5 Ni 0.5 ) 3 V 2 O 8 exhibits features, which differ from the predominantly collinear alignment of its parent compounds NVO and CVO, which exhibit a variety of magnetic structures with magnetic moments mainly oriented along the a axis [4] [5] [6] [7] . The averaged magnetic moments of the statistically distributed Ni 2+ and Co 2 + ions are oriented in the a-c plane. They point either towards or away from the centers of the respective isosceles triangles of the Kagomé staircase structure if viewed as a projection along the b axis. The spin arrangement is close to a 120° configuration as expected for antiferromagnetically ordering systems on a Kagomé lattice. This result shows once again that the competition of the exchange interactions along various coupling pathways in this particular crystallographic system results in a variety of different interesting magnetic structures. [3] cobaltites, with the existence of common blocks. Measurement of the magnetic susceptibility χ against T has been performed under applied magnetic field of 1 T. The experiment reveals the existence of two transitions at 60 K and 30 K. The curve was fitted to the Curie-Weiss law in the paramagnetic domain (above 60 K), leading to the values p eff =3.12 µB/Co and θ=55K This paramagnetic effective moment can be explained by assuming Co 3+ S=1 and Co 4+ S=3/2 i.e. cobalt atoms at the intermediate spinstate (considering the spin-only approximation). The positive θ  value indicates important ferromagnetic exchanges among the structures. In order to understand the magnetic properties of this cobaltite, we collected neutron powder diffraction data on the G41 diffractometer (LLB Saclay, France). The pattern below 60 K revealed the onset of new reflections, this fact being ascribed to the occurrence of long-range magnetic ordering and confirming the magnetic transition previously reported. All those magnetic reflections were indexed in a commensurate lattice related to the crystallographic one by a propagation vector k= [000] . Among all the possible magnetic models, only those for which the exchange interactions between two tetrahedral cobalt orders antiferromagnetically went to convergence with acceptable reliability factors. The magnetic structure can be described as the antiferromagnetic coupling of ferromagnetic blocks (Co 4 O 15 + 2 CoO 4 units). This kind of magnetic structure has been previously reported for 6H-Ba 6 Co 6 ClO 16 [4] .
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